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1.0 Introduction 

 
1.1  This Education and Primary Healthcare Report is in relation to an outline 
application for up to 150 dwellings, together with new open space, landscaping and 
drainage infrastructure, with all matters reserved except for access (as amended to 
include proposed junction improvement works at Barkby Road cross roads, received 
20/05/2022).  
 
1.2 This development is a submitted planning application under reference number 
P/20/2380/2. The development was considered by Charnwood Borough Council’s 
(“CBC’s”) Planning Committee on 24th November 2022, and Refused. The purpose of 
this Education and Healthcare Report is to establish whether the planning obligations 
requested by Leicestershire County Council (“LCC”) and the Leicester, Leicestershire, 
and Rutland Integrated Care Board (“ICB”) are Community Infrastructure Levy (“CIL”) 
Regulation 122 (2) compliant.   
 
1.3 The approximate development outline for the development can be seen below 
in Map 1:  
 

 
Map 1: Approximate Development Outline 

 
 
1.4 The development is located entirely within the Queniborough Ward (“the 
Ward”) within the CBC Planning Area. The Education Authority for the area is LCC, and 
the Healthcare Authority for the area is the Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland ICB. 
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Map 2 demonstrates the Ward boundaries and the development’s approximate 
location within the Ward parameters.  
 

 
Map 2: Ward Map and development’s location within the Ward 

 
 
1.5 This Report of Evidence looks in detail at the trends in dwelling delivery, of 
births and the age of the population over the last decade to create a context for this 
proposed development. The history of dwelling delivery identifies the likely 
proportion of new households, which are characterised by a younger population. The 
trend in birth numbers, too, is often linked to dwelling delivery and, if rising, to 
younger populations. Births also indicate the future demand for school places. Finally, 
the trend in the median age of the population is an indicator of the nature of the area 
and how sustainable it is. The assumption is that the population should reflect 
national norms, which includes its ageing. When the balance of dwelling delivery does 
not maintain the median age of the population at around the national norm, there are 
implications for social infrastructure. 
 
1.6 Existing local schools and GP Practices are identified and mapped with Google 
Earth, providing the approximate walking distances from the proposed development. 
The relevant schools, having been sorted by distance, are then described for capacity, 
numbers of pupils by age, and occupancy levels, all at January 2022 (the previous 
academic year). GP data is included in Section 12 of this Report. The population data 
discussed above applies equally to the Primary Healthcare evaluation as it does the 
Education landscape review.   
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1.7  CBC discuss the Community Infrastructure Levy (“CIL”) in the Charnwood Local 
Plan Local Development Scheme April 2020 to March 20231, where they state:  
 
The Community Infrastructure Levy is a charge that local authorities can levy on most 
types of new development in their areas based on the size, type and location of the 
development proposed. The funding secured can be used towards delivery of 
infrastructure set out on the infrastructure list. However, the Council’s major growth 
proposals set out in the existing Core Strategy are supported by individual Section 
106 legal agreements to secure the infrastructure necessary to mitigate their 
impacts. As a result, the benefits of a CIL Charging Schedule are much reduced. The 
Council will consider whether CIL is necessary to deliver the proposals set out in 
the new Local Plan, but substantive work is not programmed within the three 
year programme set out in this Local Development Scheme. 
 
 
1.8 Accordingly, this Report of Evidence will commence on the basis that should 
Education and Primary Healthcare development mitigation be required, that it will be 
secured via Section 106 planning obligations, rather than via CIL.  
 
1.9 This Report will explore the existing Education and Primary Healthcare 
landscape, but first will look at the demographic data of the area, in order to 
understand the local context in which the new residents will be located.  
 
 

2.0 Dwellings 
 
2.1  The CBC administrative area consisted of 62,070 dwellings at the end of 
2001. By mid-2020, this had increased to 76,386 dwellings. This is an additional 
14,316 in the nineteen-year review period (23%) or an average of 753 dwellings per 
annum:  
 

 
Table 1: Dwelling Numbers in the Administrative Area 

 
 
2.2 The trend in new housing delivery can be seen below in Graph 1. It 
demonstrates that new housing delivery has been consistent across the review period. 
New dwelling delivery peaked in 2018 at 1,070 dwellings, and was at its lowest in 
2002 at 450:  
 

                                                
1 
https://charnwood.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s4642/Draft%20Local%20Development%20Scheme%202
020.pdf  
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Graph 1: Change in Dwelling Numbers per Annum – CBC Area 

 
 
2.3 Comparatively, the Ward consisted of 1,272 dwellings at the end of 2001. By 
mid-2022, according to data from the Royal Mail, this increased to 1,879 dwellings. 
This is an additional 607 dwellings in the 21-year review period (48% increase) or an 
average of 29 new dwellings per annum.  
 
 

3.0 Births 
 
3.1 Births in the CBC administrative area averaged 1,737 in the review period of 
2001-2021, as shown below in Table 2. Births peaked in 2016 at 1,922, and were at 
their lowest in 2001 at 1,558:  
 

 
Table 2: Births in the Administrative Area 

 
 
3.2 The trend over the review period can be seen below in Graph 2. It 
demonstrates that births have been falling since the peak in 2016, with 2021 seeing 
the lowest number of births in the Borough since 2006. This falling trend in births is 
consistent with the wider population of the UK, where births were at their lowest in 
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over two decades2 in 2019. Births continued to fall in 2020, where they were 4.1% on 
2019 numbers3. Birth numbers in 2021 rose marginally nationwide but were still lower 
than 2019 numbers4. CBC bucked this trend by seeing births fall firther in 2021:  
 

 
Graph 2: CBC Area Births per Annum 

 
 
3.3 When looking at births per dwelling in the CBC area, they have been falling 
considerably, with 2020 seeing the lowest number of births per dwelling in well over 
two decades. This indicates that birth numbers are not keeping pace with dwelling 
delivery:  
 

                                                
2 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/birth-rate-england-wales-low-uk-ons-fertility-
brexit-climate-a9031641.html  
3 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/livebirth
s/bulletins/birthsummarytablesenglandandwales/2020  
4 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/livebirth
s/bulletins/birthsummarytablesenglandandwales/2021  
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Graph 3: Births per Dwelling – CBC Area 

 
 

4.0 Age 

 
4.1  This Report has reviewed the median age profile of the CBC administrative 
area, the national picture, and the Ward. In the year 2001, the difference between the 
median age profile of the wider UK and CBC’s population was one year, with 
Charnwood’s population being younger. By 2021, the difference had increased to 2 
years, with CBC’s population ageing slower than the wider population.  
 

 
Table 3: Median Age Comparison 

 
 
4.2 The trend over the review period can be seen in Graph 4. It shows that the 
difference between age profiles is relatively low but the CBC area is ageing slower, 
demonstrating a younger population.  
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Graph 4: Median Age Comparison 

 
 
4.3 Comparatively, the Ward, as of 2020, had a median age of 51 years of age. 
This is significantly older than the wider CBC population, and the UK as a whole. An 
older population is usually consistent with a lower rate of fertility.  
 
4.4 To summarise the demographic data of the administrative area: new dwelling 
delivery has been consistent across the CBC area, with the two most active years being 
2018 and 2019; births have been falling as a trend since the peak in 2016, with 2021 
seeing the lowest birth numbers in 15 years; and the median age of the population is 
slightly lower than the wider UK, and ageing slower.  
 
 

5.0 Migration 

 
5.1  When looking at the inward and outward migration data of people moving in 
and out of the administrative area, the CBC administrative area is a consistent net 
importer of people. In the financial years 2010/11 to 2019/20, there had been a net 
average of 2,114 people moving in to the area from a different one per annum. This 
peaked in 2018/19 at 2,989 people, and was at its lowest in 2012/13 at 1,242:  
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Table 4: Migration Flows in the Administrative Area 

 
 
5.2 When plotting these numbers on a graph, it is evident that the trend is a rising 
one, suggesting that the CBC area is a popular one for people to move to from a 
different authority area:  
 

 
Graph 5: Migration Flows in the CBC Administrative Area 
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5.3 Looking further ahead at migration projections produced by the Office for 
National Statistics (“ONS”) up to 2043, it is forecast the number of new people moving 
in to the area will stay a net positive, but will start to fall in the coming years:  
 

 
Graph 6: ONS Migration Projections 

 
 
5.4 ONS produced projections for the migration of individual age groups, which 
is shown below in Table 5. This suggests that the inward migration of children of all 
age groups will be a net positive to at least 2043, although in small numbers when 
looking at individual age groups. For example, there are only four 4-year-old children 
as an average moving to the whole Borough from a different one per annum:  
 

 
Table 5: ONS Individual Age Group Migration Projections 
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5.5  When looking at the population forecasts of the Charnwood area: in 2014, 
the CBC administrative area had a population of 173,500 people. By 2039, this is 
expected to increase to 215,000; this is an increase of 41,500 people (24) over the 
25-year period, or an average of 1,660 people per annum. When looking at 
households, they are expected to increase from 69,602 in 2014, to 90,748 in 2039; 
this is an increase of 21,146 households (30%), or an average of 846 per annum. 
Finally, the average household size is expected to decrease from 2.49 to 2.37 over 
the same period5.  
  

 
Table 6: 2014 Population Forecasts  

 
  
5.6 Comparing the 2016 population projections to the 2014 version shown above, 
they are lower, with the 2016 version projecting a population of 128,228 in 2039, 
compared to 215,000 in the 2014 projection. The Government has adopted the 2014 
projection for the planning system as a safeguard.  
 
5.7 ONS show a number of different scenarios below in Graphs 7 and 8 for 
projected population and household numbers. All of the scenarios show significant 
growth, with high migration being the biggest factor in potentially increasing both 
people and households into the forthcoming decades:  
 

                                                
5 The 2016 based forecasts tell the same story albeit at a slightly lower rate. For town planning purposes, 
the Government position is to retain the 2014 based forecasts. 
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Graphs 7 and 8: ONS Household Projections Analysis Tool 

 
 

6.0 Child Yield 

 
6.1  LCC Planning Obligations Policy6  (July 2019) includes the following child 
yields for new developments:  
 

 
Table 7: Child Yield Multipliers (Primary, Secondary, and Sixth Form) 

 
 

                                                
6 https://www.leicestershire.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/planning/developer-
contributions  
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Table 8: Child Yield Multipliers (Early Years) 

 
 
6.2  When applying the child yield shown in the Tables above to new development 
of circa 150 dwellings, you get the following:  
 

• 0.085 x 150 =  13 Early Years aged children;  
 

• 0.3 x 150 =   45 Primary School aged children (6-7 per Year Group);  
 

• 0.167 x 150 =  26 Secondary School aged children (5 per Year Group);  
 

• 0.033 x 150 =  5 Sixth Form aged children.  
 

 
6.3 The figures above are consistent with the consultation response dated 23rd 
September 2022.  
 
6.4 In each of these cases the child yield numbers shown above can be considered 
the “worst case scenario”, as this does not factor in any, for example, elderly 
residential accommodation, or flatted development; the more of any of these types of 
dwellings that reside on the developments, the lower the child yield will be expected 
to be. This is confirmed in LCC’s Planning Obligations Policy:  
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6.5  Net migration to new dwellings increases the number of pupils locally, but 
this need is predominantly focused in Reception Year in the Primary phase, and Year 
7 in the Secondary phase. If a child is already in a Primary or Secondary School when 
they move on to this proposed development, they are very unlikely to change schools 
once habits have been formed. It is fair to say that a proportion of the children moving 
in to the new homes will already be in the school system, as a proportion of people 
moving in to new homes do not move far. There is also the consideration that a 
proportion of pupils will attend Independent Schools. Therefore, the likely impact on 
the school system will be less than forecast, and should be focused in either Reception 
Year or Year 7, as any other year group would likely necessitate a change of school. 
 
6.6 The Department for Education (“DfE”) has produced Guidance for education; 
“Securing developer contributions for education”. A key point in the Guidance is that 
pupil yield factors should be based on up-to-date evidence from recent local housing 
developments. It is assumed that LCC has taken this in to account with their child 
yield multipliers. At its paragraph 15, the Guidance recommends costs to be based 
on the published ‘scorecards’. These are DfE published financial statements of school 
places delivery via extensions and new schools on an individual school and number 
of places basis, standardised to a regional factor of 1.00 and a common date. This is 
discussed further below.  
 
6.7 EFM’s own forecast trajectory for this development is based on a different 
methodology and measures the likely number of new children resident, whereas the 
LCC multiplier indicates a county-wide average for new enrolment in local schools. Of 
course, a proportion of households moving to new developments do not move very 
far and their children do not change schools.  
 
6.8 The EFM demographic model, working at Borough level, identifies a 1-year 
peak, which initial work has suggested is greater than the LCC formula. LCC’s 
multipliers are broadly consistent with the averages of most EA’s across the UK, and 
are not excessive. In this instance, the EFM model serves merely to substantiate that 
the number of pupil places associated with this development from the education 
authority is reasonable; the LCC child yield seems to fulfill these criteria.  
 
6.9 Moving on to the costs per pupil place, LCC are utilising the following costs in 
their consultation response dated 23rd September 2022:  
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Table 9: LCC Costs per Pupil Place 

 
 
6.10 In the 2021 scorecard (the costs per pupil place database submitted by each 
Education Authority annually, with the next one published in the public domain in 
mid-March 2023) LCC is seeing the following expansion costs:  
 

• £18,907 for Primary School expansions; and 
 

• £26,254 for Secondary School expansions.  
 

 
6.11 In both cases the figures utilised by LCC are lower than this and are therefore 
acceptable.  
 
6.12 According to national benchmarking7 (July 2022) produced by Hampshire 
County Council et al., the average cost of a Special Education Needs pupil place is 
£74,920. LCC’s Primary School SEN place multiplier is lower than this, while the 
Secondary SEN place multiplier is higher. Collectively, the average demonstrates that 
the figures are broadly approporiate.  
 
6.13 The remainder of this Report will look at the Education and Healthcare 
landscape to establish whether additional school or healthcare infrastructure projects 
are necessary to mitigate the impact of this development, and whether the requested 
planning obligations from LCC/the ICB are CIL Reg 122 (2) compliant. To first discuss 
Education:  
 
 

  

                                                
7 https://documents.hants.gov.uk/property-
services/NationalSchoolDeliveryBenchmarkingreport.pdf  
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7.0 Schools 

 
7.1  In our assessment, we consider all Primary Schools within a 2-mile walking 
distance8, and all Secondary schools that lie within a 3-mile walking distance of the 
development. The 2 and 3-mile criteria are the distances prescribed in the Education 
Act beyond which local authorities are required to provide/fund transport where the 
nearest available school is further away.  
 

 
Map 3: Two and Three-mile boundary around the development site 

 

 

7.2 It is the intention of the planning system and the provision of state-funded 
schools that the ideal mode of travel to and from school is walking or cycling. The 

                                                
8 Distances have been calculated based upon coordinates near to the development (52.703496, -1.054160). 

Once the development is built out, some parts of the site will be further/closer than shown. 
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NPPF made this plain at paragraph 38. Paragraph 38 has been replaced by paragraph 
106A in latest iteration of the NPPF (July 2021) with an exhortation to minimise the 
number and length of journeys. The words ‘within walking distance of most 
properties’ have been removed. 
 
7.3 The authority is required to make pupil forecasts to the Department for 
Education on a year of age basis by ‘school planning area’ and identify each school in 
the cluster and its capacity. The forecasts cover the period for which birth data is 
available. Forecasts covered by Section 106 agreements submitted separately to avoid 
double funding. For Primary School age pupils, the current published data runs to 
2026/27 and for Secondary School aged pupils 2028/29. These are known as the 
School Capacity ("SCAP") returns. This is how Government allocates its funding for 
additional school places that are its responsibility to provide.   

 

7.4 Schools should be operationally full to meet the financial audit requirement 
for best value from public assets. This is demonstrative of a properly functioning 
school system. School funding is predicated on the number of pupils that are on a 
school’s roll, so it is in the best interest of schools to maximise intake within their 
capacity. Accordingly, many schools take from a wide catchment area and some enroll 
over capacity.  

 

7.5 The statutory rules on enrolment are that whilst schools may have a catchment 
area and ordered criteria for admissions, the rules only apply if the school is 
oversubscribed. Otherwise, whoever applies is admitted irrespective of where they 
live. This is known as ‘More Open Enrolment’. It fosters parental choice of school.   

 

7.6 The overarching duty to provide sufficient schools and school places rests with 
central Government. (Education Act 1996 Section 11) The duty excludes those 
otherwise provided for (private education, home schooling, those in new housing with 
a Section 106/CIL in place (my emphasis).  
 
7.7 The education authority’s duty in such matters is to secure sufficient schools 
and school places for their area (Education Act 1996 Section 14). ‘For their area’:  
 
The duties of a [local] education authority do not require the authority to secure the 
provision of schools for pupils from outside the area of the authority, even though it 
may be convenient for a pupil to attend a school in an area other than that in which 
he lives.9 
 
 

                                                
9 Law of Education 
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7.8 Within the State-funded school sector there are Community Schools funded by 
the local authority and there are other providers than the local authority; these are 
Academies, Free Schools, the Voluntary Sector (e.g. Church Schools) and Foundation 
Schools. Academies and Free Schools are funded directly by Central Government, 
whereas Church Schools and Foundation Schools are maintained by the local 
authority.  
 
7.9 The provision of school places, where there is a shortfall, is made via a funding 
stream from the Department for Education (“DfE”) is known as Basic Need. Basic Need 
funding is allocated as ‘a number of pupil places times a unit cost’, differentiated by 
school phase and local building costs. Allocations are made on the basis of projected 
shortfalls in local School Planning Areas against current pupil numbers and the actual 
numbers of school places in that Planning Area. Each planning area is treated as a 
discrete area and shortfalls met through the allocation of resources.10 A surplus in 
one school planning area is not offset against another with a shortfall. In this case, 
providing housing in the Group 4b Syston Primary Planning Area (for whatever 
planning reason) will be reflected in the forecasts for the Group 4b Syston Primary 
Planning Area, and nowhere else.  
 
 

8.0 Primary Schools 

 
8.1  There are at least six independent, state funded, non-selective, non-fee-
paying schools accommodating Primary School aged children within a two-mile radius 
of the development site. All of the schools are within the LCC administrative area, and 
are organised across two Primary Planning Areas.  
 
8.2 The schools, in relation to the development site, can be seen below in Map 4:  
  

                                                
10 Capital Funding for School Places by 2021 – explanatory note on methodology 
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Map 4: Schools within a two-mile radius of the development site 

 
 
8.3 The latest school roll data (2021/22 academic year) in the public domain for 
the schools can be seen below in Table 10:  
 

 
Table 10: School Roll Data (January 2022) 

PAN = Planned Admission Number; NoR = Number on Roll 

 
 
8.4 The closest school to the development site, at 0.6 miles walking distance from 
a mid-point of the development site, is Queniborough Church of England Primary 
School. This is a 1FE Primary School (Ofsted “Good”) that, as of the previous academic 
year, was predominantly full, although the school had a small number of spare places 
in Reception Year, suggesting that roll may be falling.  
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8.5 Queniborough C of E Primary School accommodates pupils from across 
Queniborough and Syston, as demonstrates in the Heat Map below:  
 

 
Map 5: Queniborough Primary School Catchment Area Heat Map 

 
 
8.6 The second closest school to the development site is Broomfield Community 
Primary School. This is a 1FE Primary School (Ofsted “Good”) with spare capacity, as 
of the previous academic year, in four out of seven Year Groups, with the largest 
number of spare places in Reception Year and Year 3, indicating falling rolls.  
 
8.7 Broomfield Community Primary School accommodates pupils from across 
neighbouring East Goscote, with pupils also attending from Queniborough and 
Syston, as shown in the Map below:  
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Map 6: Broomfield Primary School Catchment Area Heat Map 

 
 
8.8 The third closet school to the development site is St Peter and St Paul Church 
of England Academy. This is a 2FE Primary School (Ofsted “Good”) that as of the 
previous academic year was operating below its capacity, with the majority of the 
spare places being located in Reception year, suggesting falling rolls.   
 
8.9 St Peter and St Paul Church of England Academy predominantly serves Syston, 
but also accommodates pupils from Queniborough in small numbers, as 
demonstrated below:  
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Map 7: St Peter and St Paul C of E Academy Catchment Area Heat Map 

 
 
8.10 The remaining schools are all pushing the “acceptable walking distance” 
parameter, and do not serve Queniborough in sufficient numbers to trigger the Heat 
Maps.  
 
8.11 To summarise the position in the existing Primary Schools: there were 44 
spare places in the three schools that directly serve Queniborough in the previous 
academic year, with the highest number being in Reception Year, suggesting falling 
rolls. There were 76 spare places in the wider school system, which exceeds the child 
yield of this development. This calls in to question the appropriateness of requesting 
100% Primary School planning obligations from this development site.  
 
8.12 LCC’s Planning Obligation Policy states the following (page 33):  
 

• Contributions will be required for every pupil place required in excess of the 
projected capacity 
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• If calculations indicate that spare capacity/places will exist in the catchment 
school by the time the development reasonably can be expected to generate 
new demand for places then the requirement will be adjusted accordingly  

 
8.13 On that basis it is important to look at the projections to see what the capacity 
at the schools is expected to be when the development comes forward.  
 
8.14 The first, third, fourth, and sixth closest schools to the development site are 
grouped together to form the Group 4b Syston Primary Planning Area Schools. The 
facilities have a combined capacity of 1,187 pupil places:  
 

 
Table 11: Group 4b Syston Primary Planning Area Schools 

 
 
8.15 In the 2021/22 academic year, the schools had a combined roll of 1,161 
pupils, which was 26 spare places. However, the roll is forecast to grow to 1,208 by 
2026/27, meaning the schools will be oversubscribed:  
 

 
Table 12: LCC SCAP Forecasts 

 
 
8.16 The second and fifth closest schools to the development site collectively form 
the Group 4c Syston Primary Planning Area. The schools have a combined capacity of 
371 pupil places:  
 

 
Table 13: Group 4c Syston Primary Planning Area Schools 

 
 
8.17 In the 2021/22 academic year, the schools had a collective roll of 270 pupils. 
This equated to 101 surplus places. By the 2026/27 academic year, the roll is 
expected to fall to grow to 280, meaning the spare capacity will be 91 spare places:  
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Table 14: LCC SCAP Forecasts 

 
 
8.18 The indication from the projections is that by the 2026/27 academic year, of 
the two Planning Area with schools that will accommodate pupils from this 
development, only one is expected to have any spare capacity, with the other being 
oversubscribed.  
 
8.19 LCC state in their consultation response the following:  
 
This development will yield 45 primary aged children. Queniborough Church of 
England Primary School has a net capacity of 210 and there will be a deficit of 74 
places if this development goes ahead. When taking into consideration the other 
primary schools within a two-mile walking distance from the development there is an 
overall deficit of 29 places. Therefore a part request for contributions in respect of 
the primary education sector of £532,324.00 is justified. 
 
 
8.20 LCC has undertaken the appropriate course of action by removing spare 
capacity from the calculation, and only requesting planning obligations for the net 
number of pupils expected to take the schools within an appropriate walking distance 
over capacity. On that basis, the Appellant’s accept the planning obligation requested.  
 
8.21 Turning now to Secondary School provision:    
 
 

9.0 Secondary Schools 
 
9.1  There are at least two independent, state funded, non-selective, non-fee-
paying schools accommodating Secondary School aged children within a three-mile 
radius of the development site. All of the schools are within the LCC administrative 
area, and are organised across one Secondary Planning Area.  
 
9.2 The schools, in relation to the development site, can be seen below in Map 8:  
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Map 8: Schools in relation to the Development Site 

 
 
9.3 The latest school roll data in the public domain (2021/22 academic year) can 
be seen below in Table 15:  
 

 
Table 15: Pupil Numbers – January 2022 

NoR = Number on Roll; PAN = Planned Admission Number 

 
 
9.4  The closest school to the development site is Wreake Valley Academy. This is 
an 8FE Secondary School (Ofsted “Good”) approximately one-mile walking distance 
from the development site. The school, as of the previous academic year, was 
operating at 59% of its capacity in Years 7-11 with 487 spare places.   
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9.5 The above is based on the most recent admissions criteria published on the 
website11. However, LCC state in their consultation response:  
 
This development will yield 26 secondary aged children. Wreake Valley Academy has 
a net capacity of 1050 and there will be a surplus of 20 places if this development 
goes ahead. 
  
 
9.6 This means that the school has reduced its admission number to 210 per Year 
Group rather than 240, likely due to a lack of demand for places. The school has the 
physical space to accommodate more pupils than this, but there is no demand for 
them, so the school has reduced its admissions in order to reduce its costs.  
 
9.7 This school is very close to the development site, as shown below:  
 

 
Map 9: Wreake Valley Academy Catchment Area Heat Map 

 
 

                                                
11 https://www.wreake.bepschools.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/03/DRAFT-2022-
Admissions-Policy-fv.pdf  
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9.8 Based on the considerable number of spare places in the local school, LCC is 
correct not to request planning obligations.  
 
9.9 The second closest school to the development is The Roundhill Academy. This 
is a 5FE Secondary School (Ofsted “Insufficient”) approximately 2.2 miles walking 
distance from the development site. This school is full, and does not serve 
Queniborough, as demonstrated below:  
 

 
Map 10: The Roundhill Academy Catchment Area Heat Map 

 
 
9.10 LCC has not requested planning obligations for expanded provision at 
Secondary Schools nearest to the development site. This is approporiate as they would 
not be CIL Reg 122 (2) compliant.  
 
9.11 LCC has also stated with regards to Sixth Form provision:  
 
A contribution in respect of post 16 education will not be required for this sector.  
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However, whilst there is an indicative 11-16 claim for Wreake Valley there is a 
significant surplus forecast for Post 16 therefore a contribution in respect of 
secondary education will not be required for this sector. 
 
 
9.12 The data in this Report confirms this conclusion, and LCC have acted 
appropriately not requesting Sixth Form contributions.  
 
9.13 To now discuss Early Years provision:  
 
 

10.0 Early Years 
 
10.1 Under the Childcare Act 2006, local authorities have specific duties to secure:  
 

• Sufficient and suitable childcare places to enable parents to work, or to 
undertake education or training which could lead to employment; 

 
• Sufficient and suitable early years places to meet predicted demand; and  

 
• Free early years provision for all 3 and 4-year olds (and more recently the 40% 

most vulnerable 2-year olds) of 15 hours per week 38 weeks per year.  
 
 
10.2 The Childcare Act 2016 includes an extension to the current entitlement and, 
from September 2017, provides an additional 15 hours (per week 38 weeks per year) 
of free childcare for 3 and 4-year old children from working families who meet the 
following criteria:  

 
• Both parents are working (or the sole parent is working in a lone parent 

family); and  
 

• Each parent earns, on average, a weekly minimum equivalent to 16 hours at 
national minimum wage and less than £100,000 per year.  

 
 
10.3  The DfE’s Best Practice Guidance12 confirms that many Early Years settings fall 
within the private, voluntary and independent sector. There are at least three local 
Nurseries serving Queniborough, with a combined capacity of 231 places:  
 

                                                
12 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/delivering-schools-to-support-housing-
growth  
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Table 16: Nurseries Near Queniborough 

 
 

 
Map 11: Nurseries near Queniborough 
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10.4 The capacity at these Nurseries is large for the area that they serve. It is 
assumed that any additional provision needed will be accommodated by the Private 
Sector.  
 
10.5 Additionally, as highlighted in Section 3 of this Report, birth numbers are 
falling across Charnwood Borough, which is likely to be increasing the number of 
spare places, as there are fewer children to replace those moving on to Primary 
School.  
 
10.6 On the basis of the above, LCC are correct to not request Early Years 
contributions from this development.  
 
 

11.0 Special Education Needs 
 
11.1  It is very difficult to ascertain whether any children with SEN would come 
forward from this development. If direct need cannot be identified, then a planning 
obligation is not required. When calculating the requirement for mainstream Primary 
and Secondary Education needs of children that are likely to be located in the 
proposed housing development, there is a plausible link between the numbers of 
places that are likely to be required, and the local school(s) that will be, in the main, 
asked to accommodate these children. The link between the development, the 
requirement, and the location of the schools is direct, and proportionate. Additionally, 
the arrangements for funding additional mainstream school places includes the 
mechanism to advise the funding body (ESFA) of the numbers of pupil places covered 
by S106 contributions that are then discounted from the allocation, to avoid double 
funding. 
 
11.2 In order for a SEN contribution to fulfil the tests of Regulation 122 it would be 
necessary for the developers to fund the individual places of pupils proven to be 
located at housing within the new development at a school within the Leicestershire 
administrative area. The developers, however, are unable to investigate the number 
of SEN pupils who may be located on this development, as to do so would be a clear 
invasion of privacy of such families. The contribution cannot be deemed fairly related 
and proportionate without this. Plus, the EHC Plan for a child with SEN names the 
‘school’ identified by a gamut of experts within the authority and externally (health 
in particular) plus the parents/guardians. No one can anticipate which institution will 
be named. Again, it falls at the CIL Reg 122 hurdle.  
 
11.3   As outlined above, it is very difficult to establish whether any pupils with SEN 
will be located on this development. EFM has previously agreed with Warwickshire 
County Council (“WCC”) that the Section 106 agreement freezes any SEN contribution 
until WCC has named a child resident on the development to which the contribution 
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can be allocated. It seems the only lawful way for the rules to work. This could be an 
appropriate approach if the Education Authority would agree, as there is no certainty 
that any pupils with SEN will be on this site.  
 
11.4 If LCC can demonstrate that there is a shortfall of available provision, planning 
obligations may be justifiable. However, the stipulations above should be enacted to 
ensure that the spending of the contributions is CIL Reg 122 compliant.   
 
11.5 The DfE states in their latest PPG on securing education planning obligations 
(November 2019):  

 
We advise you to seek developer contributions for expansions required to sixth form 
and special educational needs and disabilities (SEN) provision, commensurate with the 
need arising from the development.  
 
 
11.6  This demonstrates that the best practice Guidance supports the requesting 
of SEN contributions if they are needed, although again establishing that direct need 
is problematic.   
 
11.7 Government statistics suggest that in 2022 4% of children in the UK have an 
EHC plan/Statement of SEN (up from 3.7% in 2021)13. 12.6% of the UK’s school age 
child population has some form of SEN but no EHC plan. Nationally, there is not 
sufficient SEN provision to accommodate the demand, which is growing.  
 
11.8 LCC has requested proportionate contributions towards additional provision. 
The Inspector at the recent Planning Appeal in Sileby14 has confirmed that LCC’s 
approach is CIL Reg 122 (2) compliant. On that basis, the contribution request is 
deemed to be acceptable.  
 
11.9 Turning now to the request form the ICB for contributions towards Primary 
Healthcare:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
13 https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/special-educational-needs-in-england  

 
14 Appeal Decision APP/X2410/W/21/3287864  
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12.0 Primary Healthcare 
 
12.1 There are two recent Planning Inquiries, discussed further below, which have 
specifically addressed the issue funding for GP Surgeries. The outcome of these 
Planning Inspectorate decisions was to blue pencil the requests from the Section 106 
on the basis that the planning obligations did not fulfil the tests of CIL Reg 122 (2). 
The main issue is that the ICB has not sufficiently identified that harm would occur if 
the developments came forward.  
 
12.2 The Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland ICB has stated the following in their 
consultation response dated 30th September 2022:  
 
The housing development will result in a minimum population increase of 363 
patients. This figure would evidently be higher depending on the number of bedrooms 
in each dwelling.  
 
 
12.3  In order to come to the number of 363 people, the ICB has applied a crude 
formula to the number of dwellings the site is likely to generate. Specifically, the 
assumption is that household averages are 2.42 patients (people) per dwelling:  
 

• 150 dwellings x 2.42 people per dwelling = 363 people 
 
 
12.4 However, this assumes a 100% take-up rate at one of the local GP Surgeries. 
As with Education, the fact is that a large proportion of people that move on to this 
development site will not move far, will already be registered with a GP, and will not 
change once habits have been formed. The calculation does not take this in to 
consideration, meaning that the likelihood is that the formula makes the contribution 
excessive, and not fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.  
 
12.5 The consultation response states the following:  
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12.6 This is accurate, as both GP Surgeries are within walking distance of this 
proposed development:  

 

 
Map 12: GP Surgeries in relation to the development site 

 
 
12.7 When looking at the population of the Ward, there are 4,865 people registered 
with a GP Practice. Of these people, 3,693 (76%) are registered at one of the two 
Surgeries shown in Map 12. The remaining 1,172 people are registered with one of 
35 additional GP Surgeries, some in very small numbers:  
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Table 17: People in the Queniborough Ward Registered with a GP Surgery 

 
 
12.8 This may indicate a reluctance of migrant households to change GP, as is 
common. It is very likely that the population that will be living on this development 
will in many cases not change GP Practice, or equally in many cases, will select a GP 
Practice on the basis of the free choice enshrined in the NHS Constitution, and not 
necessarily proximity (or, for example, Babylon Health which, being online and 
increasingly popular, has no premise). 
 
12.9 The Handbook to the NHS Constitution for England (updated 4th February 
2021) states the following:  
 
Right: ‘You have the right to choose your GP practice, and to be accepted by that 
practice unless there are reasonable grounds to refuse, in which case you will be 
informed of those reasons.’ 
 
You can choose which GP practice you would like to register with. That GP practice 
should accept you onto its list of NHS patients unless there are good grounds for not 
doing so, for instance because you live outside the boundaries that it has agreed with 
NHS England or because they have approval to close their list to new patients. In rare 
circumstances, the GP practice may not accept you if there has been a breakdown in 
the doctor-patient relationship or because you have behaved violently at the practice. 
If a GP practice does not accept you onto its list, it should tell you why. If for any 
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reason you are unable to register with your preferred GP practice, NHS England will 
help you to find another one. 
 
Source of the right 
 
The right is derived from the duties imposed on the provider of GP services by 
regulations made under the NHS Act 2006, in particular paragraphs 15 to 17 of 
Schedule 6 to the National Health Service (General Medical Services Contracts) 
Regulations 2004 and paragraphs 14 to 16 of Schedule 5 to the National Health 
Service (Personal Medical Services Agreements) Regulations 2004. 
 
 
12.10 What is evident from the NHS Constitution is that a Health Contribution via 
Section 106 planning obligation cannot be necessary under the tests of CIL Regulation 
122, as the NHS Constitution prevents it from being necessary. If an NHS Practice is 
full, there is a statutory process to go through to close it to new patients. In that 
eventuality, they will recommend an alternative facility to the Patient. 
 
12.11 When establishing if either GP Surgery that serves this development is at 
capacity, and has gone through the statutory process to close the roll, it is evident 
that they have open rolls, and are accepting new Patients.  
 
 
12.12 The County Practice is accepting new Patients:  
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12.13 The Jubilee Medical Practice is also accepting new Patients:  
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12.14 On that basis, it cannot be said that this development will take the GP 
Surgeries over capacity and cause harm. If there is no demonstrable deficit that would 
be made worse by new development, the contribution is not necessary to make the 
development acceptable in planning terms. 
 
12.15 It should also be highlighted that the vast majority of NHS Practices have 
patient rolls that are inflated. As UK Parliament reported, mid 2015 ONS estimates 
put the population of England at 54.8 million people, whereas there were 57.1 million 
people registered with GPs. In addition, the impact on local services would only be 
from a subset of the total population living on the site, as the remainder would have 
moved from somewhere else in the Borough, and would be unlikely to change GPs 
(they would already be registered). 
 
12.16 Capacity at NHS Practices is not calculated in the same way as, say, Schools. 
That is because it is not about “capacity” but about “patient utilisation”. If an NHS 
Practice opens for an hour longer every day, or opens at weekends, its capacity grows. 
What is evident is that there is a statutory process to go through if an NHS Practice is 
full. Neither of the NHS Practices have gone through this process. 
 
12.17 It should be noted that these arguments were put to an Inspector recently in 
an Appeal15 in Nottinghamshire in 2021. The Inspector said:  
 

                                                
15 APP/B3030/W/20/3260970 
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12.18 The Health contribution was found not to meet the statutory CIL tests, due to 
the difficulty in identifying what harm would arise from the failure to provide it, and 
was removed from the Section 106. Available capacity essentially makes the request 
fail the tests of CIL.  
 
12.19 The same arguments as detailed above were put the Inspector of the 
neighbouring Sileby Appeal16 in 2022. The Inspector said (paragraph 58, page 11): 
 
However, I have limited information to demonstrate how the number of additional 
patients generated by this development would impact significantly on the provision of 
healthcare services locally, or that other options to improve capacity such as longer 
opening hours have been explored and ruled out. The financial request from the CCG 
is based on a standard formula and it is not clear how capacity would be increased. 

                                                
16 Appeal Decision APP/X2410/W/21/3287864  
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Therefore, it is not possible to say that the Healthcare Contribution is necessary to 
make the development acceptable in planning terms. 
 
 
12.20 It is clear that the standard formula approach applied to Surgeries with open 
rolls is not an appropriate approach to establishing whether harm would arise from 
the people from new developments.  
 
12.21 It should also be mentioned that GP Practices are funded in the major part per 
patient using the Carr-Hill formula, that uses patient age and sex plus additional 
needs to determine the core sum. New housing is attractive because new housing is 
primarily young households. Young households use GP services less that older 
households. Thus, in GP time consumption terms, new housing subsides older 
patients in stock housing. 
 
12.22 Furthermore, GP practice premises are funded via a separate funding stream 

that is driven by rateable value and rental value. This means that expanding a GP 

practice for any reason, confirmed by the ICB, is fully funded by the NHS. Thus, any 

funds derived from a developer is double funding. Unlike school places, there is no 

clawback mechanism to prevent this double funding like there is in Basic Need 

funding from the DfE. 

 
12.23 The NHS is a national service funded from taxation. The duty to provide all 
that is necessary rests with the Secretary of State and NHS England, thus the necessity 
requirement in CIL Regulation 122 is not met. The impact on local services would be 
from a subset of the total population living on the site, because many of the residents 
would be expected to have moved from elsewhere in the Borough and would already 
be accessing local services. However, the ICB is requesting funding from 100% of the 
expected population of the site. This is excessive, and not CIL Reg 122 Compliant. 
 
12.24 The ICB has used NHS Health Building Note 11-01 ‘Facilities for primary and 
community care services and in particular the formula below paragraph 4.16 to 
quantify the physical space required by the ICB, and as a follow on the cost to provide. 
They have ignored the purpose of HBN 11-01 which is a design guide for sizing new 
facilities. Specifically, they have ignored the chapter heading ‘Sizing a development 
and creating a briefing schedule’. It is not a formula for the de minimis enlargement 
of premises in response to a perceived and exaggerated increase in patient numbers 
on a per patient basis. This is best achieved through utilisation. Note that the formula 
is predicated on ‘anticipated annual contacts’; assumed 100% of patients accessing a 
consulting room in a 12 month period’, ‘assumed opening weeks for the practice’, 
‘assumed appointment duration’, and ‘assumed weekly opening hours’. This is not a 
method compliant with the specificities of CIL Reg 122. 
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12.25 On the basis of the above, there is not sufficient evidence to demonstrate that 
harm would occur if planning obligations were not secured. The Planning Inspectorate 
has ruled against this approach in at least two very recent Planning Inquiries. There 
is no evidence that planning obligations are justified towards additional Primary 
Healthcare Infrastructure.  
 
12.26 To now sum up the conclusions of the Education and Healthcare Report:  
 

 
13.0 Conclusion 

 
13.1  To summarise the demographic data of the administrative area: new housing 
developments have been very consistent, and new dwelling delivery had been 
increasing year on year since 2014 to 2018, but has subsequently fallen slightly; birth 
numbers in 2021 were the lowest they’d been since 2006, with the trend a falling 
one; and the median age of the administrative area is younger than the national 
picture, and getting younger. CBC is a net importer of people of all ages, including 
children, albeit in very small numbers.  
 
13.2  From a Primary School perspective: LCC has asked for planning obligations 
consistent with their adopted Policy, in that they have netted off surplus capacity, and 
only requested funding for places that will take the schools over capacity. This can be 
accepted.  
 
13.3 LCC has not requested funding towards Secondary provision, Sixth Form 
provision, or Early Years provision. The work undertaken in this Report reviewing 
these areas concurs with this approach.  
 
13.4 LCC has requested proportionate sums towards SEN provision, which this 
Report has deemed is approporiate.  
 
13.5 Finally, the Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland ICB has requested funding 
towards Primary Healthcare provision. The existing GP Practices are not full, and are 
accepting new patients. The monetary request is for 100% of the people that are 
expected to live on this development site, in spite of the fact that most people that 
move house do not move far, and they do not change GP Practices once habits have 
been formed, making the request excessive. Most NHS Practices have inflated rolls, 
as reported by UK Parliament, meaning that the roll is actually likely lower than 
forecast. The request clearly does not fulfil the tests of CIL Reg 122. This has been 
supported by the Planning Inspectorate in recent Appeal decisions. This planning 
obligation should therefore be removed from the Section 106.  
 




